
Northwest Chapter of ATSSA 

June 17, 2010 

Oregon DOT – Salem, OR 

9:00 AM – 12:00 PM 

I. Meeting was called to order at 9:10 AM. 

II. A quorum was determined. 

III. After self-introductions, the minutes from December 1, 2009 were 

approved.  Steve Vita was not present so Pete Speer summarized 

the chapter financials.   

IV. ATSSA National Update – Mike Metzig 
Mike began with an update of pavement marking industry news.  The FHWA has proposed its 

first revision of the 2009 MUTCD on April 22, 2010 concerning minimum levels of 

retroreflectivity for pavement markings.  Implementation requirements will require agencies to 

develop a maintenance program within 4 years of the final ruling and begin replacing pavement 

markings within 6 years.  The proposed program, modeled after the sign maintenance program, 

allows for one or more of several maintenance methods to be used and a table of minimum 

values based on the type of roadway marking, center line versus center-line and edge/lane lines, 

and posted speed.  ATSSA staff is working with the various committees to develop a response 

due on August 20, 2010.  There was a discussion about the product shortages in the industry 

with a summary of the underlying causes and actions that ATSSA has taken on behalf of the 

members. 

Mike also discussed ATSSA’s advocacy actions on Capitol Hill and grassroots issues.  In particular 

he discussed proposed climate legislation and potential serious impacts it could have on the 

Highway Trust Fund by diverting gas tax revenue from the fund. 

V. Oregon DOT Presentations 

A. Walt McAllister - Oregon Strategic Highway Safety Plan Update 
Walt started with the state’s strategic plan ‘Oregon Shines’.  The Progress Board 

determines a statewide set of performance measures and from there the agency 

develops its Master Plan.  Next a Safety Action Plan is developed based on the DOT’s 

vision of the future.  Ten years ago Oregon was in the bottom third of safety 



performance.  Today, Oregon is better than the national average with 381 fatalities last 

year, the lowest amount of fatalities since the 1950s.  The state’s Strategic Highway 

Safety Plan (SHSP) was a model for the federal plan and work on the new plan will 

assure continued progress, focus on significant types and causes of crashes, changes in 

stakeholders and keep the plan relevant. 

Pete Speer commented that at ATSSA’s recent “Fly-In” on Capitol Hill it was noted that 

the next Authorization bill will focus on the quality of the states’ SHSP and it will play a 

part in dictating funds.  There was further discussion on related issues including the 

consistency in data collection and development of electronic traffic accident reporting 

systems. 

B. Scott McCanna – NCHRP 350 vs. MASH – New Crash Testing 

Highlights 
MASH is an update to and supersedes NCHRP 350 and is based primarily on changes in 

the vehicle fleet.  Scott distributed a handout describing the differences in the two 

testing guidelines and discussed the main differences which included increased angle 

and speed of impact, changes in cable median barrier testing and that two previously 

optional TMA tests that are now mandatory.   

C. Anne Holder – Research Project on Work Zone Photo Radar 
Anne discussed an ODOT pilot program involving photo/radar speed enforcement in 

work zones.  The pilot program will begin on state highways (will not be used on 

interstates) and will only be used when workers are present.  The goal of the pilot 

program is to determine if it offers a benefit.  The first demo site was in Portland.  ODOT 

monitored the site with Wavetronix radar before, during, and after the deployment of 

the photo/radar system.  Portland police provided 207 hours of enforcement. There 

were 2,069 violations (a violation was considered to be a speed over 56 mph in 45 mph 

zone) and 1,014 citations issued.  Conclusions – The presence of the photo/radar van did 

have positive impact in lowering speeds in the work zone, however, there was no 

impact downstream and there was no halo effect when the van was no longer present.  

These results were similar to the results of an Illinois study.  A second pilot study will be 

done. 

D. Don Wence – Portable Traffic Monitoring System (PTMS) 
Don started by describing the components of a smart work zone (SWZ) system.  

Components include traffic sensors to determine speed, volume, occupancy, etc.; 

message boards for timely information; cameras with PTZ; and a website for informing 

the public with data readings, messages and video.  One purpose of a SWZ is to improve 

safety and mobility by providing assessment and analysis with real-time data.   

Performance measures for the system include safety, mobility and public perception.  



ODOT is considering adding delay/travel time information in the work zone but must 

ensure that the information is credible.   

Don described three goals for the system: providing better project management by 

improving mobility, safety and traffic management; improve traffic incident 

management by identifying and clearing problems sooner and reducing secondary 

crashes; and improving public perception.  Examples of SWZ elements include travel 

information, traffic control, conflict monitoring, queue detection and management.  

Queues are monitored with three trailers can help to show the reduction in shock wave.   

Prime contractors are responsible for the system.  The smart work zone vendor supplies 

the equipment and services.   SWZ are only used on ‘significant’ projects, often for a 

limited time, and the equipment is leased.  

E. Scott McCanna – New Specification for Tubular Markers (3” vs. 

2.5”) 
Scott described a proposal to modify the current Qualified Product List (QPL) standard 

guidelines for tubular markers.  The current standard requires a minimum dimension of 

3” in any direction.  Manufacturers’ specifications are often 3” on the sides toward 

traffic and less than 3” in profile.  The 2009 MUTCD requires tubular markers to be at 

least 18” high and a minimum of 2” facing traffic.  ODOT’s proposal is to match the 

MUTCD’s minimum width and allow new proven devices on the QPL.  This would include 

blue markers identifying business access.  ODOT feels this change will increase 

competition.   Pete Speer commented that NTPEP is developing testing procedures for 

high performance markers. 

F. Scott McCanna – Draft Oregon Supplement to the 2009 MUTCD 
Scott provided a handout titled ‘Guidance Sheet - Temporary Traffic Control Zone, 

Pedestrian Access Considerations’.  Scott advised that ODOT is just beginning to update 

their supplement of the MUTCD.  Likely supplements for Part 6 include: 

 6A.01 – “Low Volume” – likely to use 400 ADT and require a single flagger. 

 6C.06 – Buffer space – ODOT Construction Division requires a buffer space while it is 

optional for ODOT Maintenance.  A supplement is needed to clarify limitations. 

 6E.04 – AFAD – supplement will disallow option to allow flagger to simultaneously 

flag traffic and operate AFAD under any circumstances. 

 6H.01 – Self-regulation diversions – ODOT Construction does not use in TCPs while 

ODOT Maintenance uses per the MUTCD.  A supplement is needed to clarify 

limitations.  “Speed” as used in Part 6 of the MUTCD is posted speed, off-peak 85th 

percentile or anticipated speed.  In the supplement, for TCP design speed, would 

identify the pre-construction speed. 

 TA-39 – The supplement may address this application (not preferred). 



Timeframe for ODOT supplements: draft by end of July; consideration for adoption by 

this fall. 

G. Scott McCanna – ATSSA Annual Conference – What I learned 
Scott thanked ATSSA and the Northwest Chapter of for providing the scholarship for him 

to attend.  Scott thought there were a lot of interesting workshops and he attended 

ones on Pedestrian Safety, 2009 MUTCD, and 2010 Roadside Design Guide.  Scott was 

also impressed with the exhibits and events and, in particular, the “Circle of Innovation”. 

VI. Date & Location of Next Meeting 
December 7, 2010 at the Great Wolf Lodge – Grand Mound, WA 

VII. Meeting Adjourned 
 


